
F CABLE BLOCK

� This block is similar to the D Cable Block,
but is also used for overlashing cables up to
2-3/4 in. (70 mm) in diameter

� Optional spring loaded keeper available to
keep lighter cables on the roller for the
highest level of cable security

� Steel inserts on the underside of each strand
hook provide smother sliding during lashing
and less wear 

� Bi-Directional cam keeps block
“locked” on strand during pull-out,
but will slide with lasher during
lashing operation  

� Can be placed on the strand from the
ground using our Lay-up Sticks
(GMP #15310) and a F Cable Block
Lifter (GMP #08099)

P/N Description Weight (kgs)
08093 F Cable Block 3.8 lbs. (1.7)
70193 F Cable Block w/Keeper 3.8 lbs. (1.7)
08099 F Cable Block Lifter 0.75 lbs. (0.34)
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Cable Lashing Equipment
Section 1

FIBER OPTIC CABLE BLOCK

� Similar in design to the D Cable Block,
but for cable up to 1in. (25 mm)

� Designed for the highest level of cable
security with a tethered pin that keeps
cable from jumping out of the roller

� Can be placed on the strand from the
ground using our Lay-up Sticks (GMP
#15310) and a D Cable Block Lifter
(GMP #07163)

P/N 70022 Fiber Optic Cable Block
Weight: 3.8 lbs. (1.7 kgs)

G CABLE BLOCK

� Used on 3/8 to 3/4 in. (10-
19 mm) strand and can
support a single cable up to
5 in. (127 mm) in diameter

� Steel inserts on the
underside of each strand
hook provide smother
sliding during lashing and
less wear

� Bi-Directional cam keeps
block “locked” on strand
during pull-out, but will
slide with lasher during
lashing operation  

� Contains two vertical side rollers to reduce
cable friction during pull-out

P/N 01051 G Cable Block Weight: 6 lbs. (2.7 kgs)

POLE MOUNT BLOCK

� Mounts directly on a pole using existing
5/8 in. (16 mm) bolt of a 3-Bolt Clamp

� Can accommodate a cable up to 2-3/4 in.
(70 mm) cable, and has a rating capacity of
50 lbs. (22.5 kgs)

� Designed with a tethered pin that keeps
cable from jumping out of the roller for
the highest level of cable security

P/N 70335 Pole Mount Block w/
Aluminum Roller Weight: 3.5 lbs. (1.6 kgs)
P/N 70348 Pole Mount Block w/Rubber Roller
Weight: 3.5 lbs. (1.6 kgs)

H CABLE BLOCK

� Used when pulling cable toward or
away from corner poles, or where a
single block is required for high
stress pulling loads

� Can accommodate cables from
1-1/2 to 3 in. (38-76 mm) in
diameter. The sheave is enclosed
in a forged, hinged steel frame

� Has a 5000 lb. (2268 kgs) load capacity rating

P/N 08608 H Cable Block Weight: 11 lbs. (5.0 kgs)
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